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DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARD
E-MAIL METHODOLOGY
RESULTSOF AN EXPERIMENT
DAVIDR. SCHAEFER
DON A. DILLMAN

Abstract Review of past E-mail surveys indicates that a methodology to achieve consistently high response rates similar to those
that can be obtained by traditional mail has not been developed. In
addition, researchers have tended to use E-mail surveys only for
populations with universal E-mail access. This study utilizes knowledge from past mail-survey research to develop an E-mail procedure. Further, an experiment is conducted to assess the potential
for using a multimode strategy to obtain responses from individuals
unreachable through E-mail. The multimode approach proved to be
successful and techniques shown to be effective in standard mail
surveys were also found to be appropriate for an E-mail survey.

Introduction
Electronic mail and the Internetprovide a promising means for conducting
future surveys as the proportion of people accessible through E-mail or
the Internetcontinues to rise. It is estimated that 45 percent of households
now have computers, and the proportion on the Internet is 22 percent
(Witt 1997). Although these percentages are much too small for conducting general population surveys by E-mail, access has reached nearly 100
percent for some groups of survey interest, such as company employees
and association members. Thus far, the use of E-mail surveys has been
restricted by the tendency of researchers to apply it only to such populaDAVID R. SCHAEFER is
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tions with nearly universal E-mail access. The risk of coverage error has
prevented researchers from applying an E-mail methodology to other
groups. However, an E-mail strategy might be utilized with much more
diverse populations if it is incorporated into a mixed mode design. E-mail
can be used to survey individuals with E-mail access, while more expensive methods can be used to survey those without access.
The advantages of E-mail for surveying are enticing. It offers the possibility of very rapid surveying, an attribute well documented by past research (Bachmann, Elfrink, and Vazzana 1996; Kittleson 1995; Mehta
and Sivadas 1995; Sproull 1986). E-mail surveys can be done faster than
telephone surveys, especially for large samples, where the number of telephones and trained interviewers limit the number of completions per day.
The method is also inexpensive, since it eliminates postage, printing, and/
or interviewer costs.
To realize such benefits, it is important that a methodology be developed that can ensure acceptable levels of response quantity and quality.
It is evident that such a general protocol for achieving high response rates
and data quality to E-mail surveys has not yet been developed and tested
as has been done for mail surveys (e.g., Dillman 1978).
Our purpose in this article is to report on the development and testing
of alternative sets of procedures for conducting E-mail surveys that build
on knowledge of how to improve response to mail surveys. While the
technology for E-mail is vastly different from established mail surveying
methods, the communication itself is similar to self-administered questionnaires (SAQs) delivered by postal mail. Thus, applying knowledge
from previous research on mail SAQs to E-mail is a logical place to begin
developing an E-mail methodology.
Results from an experimental test of three mixed mode, multiple contact E-mail procedures are compared to one another and to a similar mail
survey control group within the same population. The elements of these
E-mail procedures were formulated on the basis of proven methods for
designing and implementing self-administered or mail surveys. Further,
in an attempt to eliminate coverage error, the E-mail procedure is augmented by a mail version for individuals who are unreachable by E-mail.
Limited information on data quality are also reported.

Past Research
A review of the literature reveals that, to date, a method to consistently
achieve response rates as high as those obtained with mail surveys has
not been developed. As presented in the appendix, electronic mail has
generally failed to meet the standard set by comparable mail techniques.
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For instance, in a study of federal agency employees, Couper, Blair, and
Triplett (1997) found an E-mail survey obtained an average response rate
of 42.6 percent compared to 70.7 percent for mail, a difference ranging
from 13.5 percent to 28.1 percent lower for each subsample. The only
published study to report an acceptably higher response by E-mail, as
compared to regular mail, is Parker's (1992) study of AT&T employees.
She reports a 63 percent response rate for E-mail versus a 38 percent
response rate for traditionalmail. The higher E-mail response rate is attributed to the fact that (1) E-mail was (at the time) more carefully examined
when it arrived, as opposed to company "junk" mail, which was typically
thrown out "without a single qualm or backward glance" (p. 54); and
(2) the high-tech "allure" and "novelty" of E-mail. While these perceptions may have been responsible for the difference, they seem inadequate
for development of a standard E-mail methodology.
MULTIPLE CONTACTS

Research in mail, telephone, and face-to-face interviewing has universally
found that the most powerful determinant of response rates is the number
of attempts made to contact a sample unit (Dillman et al. 1974; Goyder
1985, 1987; Heberlein and Baumgartner 1978; Scott 1961). The more
attempts made to reach people, the greater the chances of them responding. Thus, for an E-mail survey to be successful, it seems important
that multiple contacts be made.
Indeed, evidence exists that multiple contacts increase response rates
in E-mail surveys as well. Studies by Mehta and Sivadas (1995) and Smith
(1997) compared a single contact E-mail survey with multiple contacts.
Smith achieved a 5.3 percent higher response rate with E-mail using multiple contacts and Mehta and Sivadas gained 20 percent with multiple contacts combined with personalization, the exact nature of which was not
reported. Of surveys reported in the literature, the average response rate
for E-mail surveys with a single contact is 28.5 percent, compared with
41 percent for two contacts, and 57 percent for three or more contacts
(see the appendix for studies). While this is a crude comparison, it does not
contradict the assertion that multiple contacts are effective in increasing
response rates to E-mail surveys.
PERSONALIZATION

Personalization has also been reported to be an important element in increasing the response rate in mail surveys (Dillman 1978, 1991). A personalized letter addressed to a specific individual shows the respondent
that he or she is important. This technique can also be applied to E-mail.
E-mail has evolved, so that some E-mail is personal and other E-mail is
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not (e.g., listservs and mailings to multiple addresses). This information
is immediately visible when one opens an E-mail message, much in the
way that recipients of a mail survey can immediately discern a "Dear
Citizen" salutation versus their name as a salutation on a personal letter.
In order to let individuals know that they are individually important, and
not just an item on a list, it seems important that E-mail messages be sent
directly to individual respondents, not part of a mailing list. An added
benefit to personalized E-mail messages is that individuals are prevented
from responding to the other recipients of the survey, thus helping to ensure confidentiality.
MIXED MODE

It seems likely that some populations will be completely accessible by
E-mail in the near future. For other groups, a large proportion of members
will have E-mail access, yet some will not. For these populations, a mixedmode survey strategy needs to be considered-using E-mail when possible and other methods when not possible. Thus, a proposed method for
E-mail surveys, to be generally useful, must take into account a way of
reaching people whose E-mail addresses are not available and those who
simply do not have or use them.
In addition to decreasing costs and providing more timely data, a
mixed-mode survey strategy can reduce coverage error (Dillman and Tarnai 1988). This is critical with an emerging form, such as E-mail, which
has yet to be adopted by the majority of the population. The cost and
speed advantages of E-mail make it ideal for a first mode of contact in
surveys. Researchers can begin with an E-mail approach and use progressively more expensive methods for nonrespondents until an acceptable
response level is reached. In addition, with E-mail, researchers know immediately whether members of the sample have valid addresses. Thus,
alternative methods can be implemented much sooner than with traditional
mail. Finally, it has been argued that individuals may have a mode preference and that offering an alternative response format may improve response rates (Goyder 1987; Groves and Kahn 1979).
DATA QUALITY

For an E-mail methodology to become feasible, it is necessary to demonstrate that the quality of data is equivalent to that of other survey methods.
It is not yet known whether people tend to comprehend and respond to
questions differently by E-mail compared to mail methods. Mail and
E-mail surveys are both SAQs and, as such, rely on an individual's comprehension of written text. Hence, response order effects, such as primacy
and recency, should not be noteworthy between modes. It also seems fea-
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sible that item nonresponse to E-mail surveys could be lower if the answer
format is convenient. Finally, because entering answers on a keyboard
may be easier for some people than writing by hand, it seems plausible
that response to open-ended questions may be more complete.
Previous studies report varied results when comparing the data quality
of E-mail to mail surveys. In experimental studies comparing E-mail and
mail surveys, Sproull (1986) and Bachmann, Elfrink, and Vazzana (1996)
report a higher nonresponse for E-mail items. However, Mehta and Sivadas (1995) and Tse et al. (1995) report no difference in data quality between the two modes. Finally, Bachmann, Elfrink, and Vazzana (1996)
also found that length of answers to open-ended questions was higher
with the E-mail version. These mixed reports demonstrate the need to
develop a method that can be relied on to provide consistent results.
A second concern, especially when sensitive issues are involved, is
the virtual lack of anonymity that characterizes E-mail. It is difficult for
E-mail respondents to remove all identifying information from their returned surveys. Thus, E-mail surveys must rely on researchers' assurances
of confidentiality. Further,organizations that provide E-mail have the potential to monitor their employees' messages, which limits confidentiality
guarantees. Nevertheless, research by Couper, Blair, and Triplett (1997)
indicates that this may not be as much of a problem as it seems. The
present study does not deal with a particularly sensitive issue; thus, assurances of confidentiality should be more than adequate.

Experimental Design
POPULATION

The permanent faculty of Washington State University (WSU) was the
population for this experiment. A previous 1996 survey of WSU faculty
had found that nearly 89 percent of the faculty had E-mail access (Carley
1996), thus suggesting that coverage error from an E-mail survey, while
higher than desirable, might be acceptable. The 904 faculty members in
the survey population were randomly divided into four groups. Each
group received four contacts (prenotice, questionnaire, thank you/reminder, and replacement questionnaire), the only differences being the
mode of contacts (see table 1).

TREATMENTS

Group 1 was designated to receive "all paper" contacts. No attempt was
made to locate E-mail addresses for these individuals. This group served
two purposes, as a comparison group for the E-mail groups and as a hypo-
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Table

1. Treatment Groups

Prenotice
Letter and survey
Thank you/reminder
Replacement survey
a

Group 1
All Paper

Group 2
All E-mail

Group 3
Paper
Prenotice

Group 4
Paper
Reminder

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

E-mail
E-mail
E-maila
E-mail

Paper
E-mail
E-maila
E-mail

E-mail
E-mail
Paper
E-mail

The E-mailremindersincludedanotherquestionnaire.

thetical portion of the population assumed not to have E-mail addresses.
This allows us to examine how well a multimode strategy will work for
those populations without universal E-mail access. Individuals in this
group received paper versions of the preletter, questionnaire, thank you/
reminder postcard, and replacement questionnaire, each by campus mail.'
This is a procedure that is regularly used by the Social and Economic
Sciences Research Center (SESRC) for faculty surveys, of which several
are conducted each year. This method has demonstrated the potential to
achieve response rates of 60-75 percent for most surveys.2
Group 2 was designated as the "all E-mail" group. These individuals
received four contacts by E-mail, modeled after those sent by paper in
group 1 (i.e., a preletter, questionnaire, thank you/reminder, and replacement questionnaire).3One difference between the four contacts in group
1 and group 2 was that a replacement questionnaire was included with
the group 2 thank you/reminder whereas the traditionalpaper method used
a postcard reminder (Dillman 1978). It was reasoned that there was no
additional cost for including a replacement questionnaire by E-mail and
that it would be more convenient for respondents. In effect, there was no
downside to adding the questionnaire to the E-mail reminder. Group 2
served as a comparison group to the next two mixed-mode groups.
Group 3 was labeled the "paper prenotice" group. Members of this
group received essentially the same treatment as group 2, except they
were sent a paper prenotice via campus mail. The preletter notified them
1. To encouragefaculty to respond,the prenoticeletter/E-mailwas sent by the dean of
liberalarts,whose office was sponsoringthis study.
2. Based on six surveysof WashingtonStateUniversityfacultyconductedby the SESRC
over the past 2 years.
3. With E-mail,we know immediatelywhetheran individualhas replied.Thus, it would
not be appropriateto send the traditionalthankyou/reminderpostcard,which states, "If
you have alreadyreplied,thankyou; if not, please do." Insteada messagerepeatingthe
importanceof the study and requestingparticipationwas sent.
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of the upcoming questionnaire on E-mail and offered them the chance to
complete a paper version of the questionnaire by returning a postcard.
Those who returnedthe postcard were given the same treatment as group
1 (all paper contacts) for the remainder of the study. Those who did not
return the postcard were sent three E-mail contacts; the questionnaire,
reminder with questionnaire, and replacement. This treatment was designed with the goal of reaching those respondents who had working
E-mail accounts but did not use them or did not check them regularly. It
was reasoned that the letter would give individuals incentive to check
their E-mail, as well as provide a means for those not using E-mail to
obtain a questionnaire. The mixed-mode contacts and choice of response
format was reasoned to lead to a higher response rate for this group than
the "all E-mail" group.
Group 4 was designated the "paper reminder" group. Individuals in
this group were given virtually the same treatment as group 2, the exception being that a paper reminder was sent via campus mail. The basis for
this approach was that as many responses as possible would be obtained
with the simpler, cheaper E-mail before using campus mail to reach those
who do not use their E-mail accounts. However, we would preserve a
regular mail contact to encourage people to check their E-mail for the
questionnaire. This group received an E-mail prenotice, E-mail questionnaire, paper reminder, and E-mail replacement questionnaire.
As with virtually any population of interest, we expected that some
individuals in the sample destined to receive E-mail contacts would not
have valid E-mail addresses or that we would not be able to obtain them.
Thus, each group would have members we could not contact by E-mail.
The desire to obtain a representative sample requires that those people
still be given the chance to respond. In order to include them, a second
mode of the survey was used. Those individuals for whom E-mail addresses could not be found, or whose E-mail addresses were invalid (realized during the first E-mail contact), were sent paper versions of each
contact. For all practical purposes, they were given the same treatment
as group 1.
IMPLEMENTATION

STRATEGY

We decided not to utilize any of the commercially available software designed specifically for E-mail surveys. Rather, the form was developed
and sent out using the program Eudora. Returned E-mail surveys were
printed out on paper and later entered into the SESRC's CATI system.
For experimental purposes, two versions of the survey were developed.
The paper form was created first. It contained 46 questions and was
printed on both sides of a folded 81/2 X 11 inch sheet of paper. The Email version was as similar as possible to the paper version with these
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exceptions.A 5-pointLikerton the mail versionwas reducedto 3 points
for the E-mail versionto allow questionstems and responseboxes to fit
on the same line. In addition,to help ensurethatthe text of the message
would appearthe same to all recipients(i.e., the lines would not wrap
around)and in a legible format,a maximumline lengthof 70 characters
was chosen.
Greatcare was taken in deciding exactly how respondentswould be
askedto indicatetheiranswerson the E-mailversion.The concernat this
pointwas thatthey musttype something,somewhere,andit hadto be easy
to do. The traditionalSAQ proceduresof circlingan answeror checkinga
box are impossiblewith E-mail,yet we wantedthe E-mail surveyto resemblea paperversionas closely as possible.By using a familiarformat,
the cognitive burdenplaced on the respondentis reduced.Respondents
mustonly comprehenda new methodof enteringtheiranswers,not a new
methodof determiningwhere to place them. Thus, brackets"[ ]" were
placedin frontof each answerchoice on closed-endedquestions.Respondents were asked to place an X anywherein the box. Boxes were also
used for open-endedquestions.They were placed on the line following
the questionand,once again,respondentswereaskedto typetheiranswers
in the box. Whileboxes were not necessaryhere (respondentscould have
just typed in the blank lines), using them providedrespondentswith a
consistentanswerformat,furtherreducingtheircognitiveburden.Finally,
skipswere handledby placingstatementsat the beginningof the question
askingthose respondentswho fit the relevantcriteriato skip the next set
of questionsand scroll down to the appropriatequestion.
The directionsfor respondingto the E-mailversionwere as straightforwardas possible.Respondentswere askedto createa reply messagethat
containedthe message we sent. Then, all they needed to do was type in
theirresponsesin that versionand "send" it to us. They were also told
thatthey could printthe E-mail and returnit via campusmail or contact
the SESRCandrequesta paperversionbe sent to them.They were given
an E-mailaddressandtelephonenumberto call if they hadany questions.
All E-mailcontactswere personalizedto the extentpossible. Since we
did not want the namesof multiplerecipientsto appearat the top of the
screen,we decided againstusing the carbon-copyfunctionor sendinga
feature,whichconcealsthe names
groupmessage.The blind-carbon-copy
in thatthe "To:'"line reads
of the otherrecipients,was also inappropriate
"To: UndisclosedRecipients"when received.Rather,each individualin
the samplewas sent a separateE-mailmessageaddressedonly to him or
her. This process took only slightly more time than using a list or the
feature,owing mainlyto the cut-and-pastefeaturesof
blind-carbon-copy
moderncomputerapplications.In addition,using individualE-mailmessages hadthe benefitof preventingrespondentsfromaccidentallysending
theirreply message to each of the otherrecipients.
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The processof obtainingE-mailaddressesfor the threeE-mailpanels
was a multistageendeavorsince the universitydoes not maintaina list
of faculty E-mail addresses.The first step was to look up professors'
namesin the university'selectronicphonebook. To help removethe possibility for error,E-mail addresseswere cut-and-pastedfrom the phone
book to the samplelist. A total of 414 addresses(61 percent)were found
here.The secondstepwas to contactindividualdepartments
andasksecretariesfor the addressesandto searchdepartmentandindividualweb sites.
This proved to be successful;an additional222 E-mail addresseswere
obtained(33 percent).The second step was repeatedfor those E-mail
addressesthat were found to be incorrectafter the initial E-mailing.In
the end, all but 42 addresseswere found.It was laterdiscoveredthat 17
E-mailaddresseswereincorrect,with messagesbeing returnedas "undeliverable."The inabilityto locate correctaddressesfor these 17 faculty
membersleft 619 (of a possible 678) usableE-mail addressesfor the Email treatmentgroups.It is importantto note thatwe avoidedcontacting
the individualprofessorsto ask for theiraddressessince it was reasoned
that we would have to explain our purposeand so doing would disrupt
the experimentalprocedure.

Results
Threecriteriaare used to judge the success of each of the E-mailsurvey
treatments.First,the responseratesfromthe E-mailgroupsarecompared
with the responseratefrom the standardmail group.Second,the quality
of data obtainedis compared(operationalizedas item nonresponseand
lengthof responseto an open-endedquestion).Finally,speedof response
is comparedacross modes.
RESPONSE RATES

The overall responserate for the study was 55.1 percent(see table 2).
The responseratefor the controlgroup(group1), whichreceiveda standard mail approach,was 57.5 percent.4Group 2, which received all
E-mail contactswhen possible (or papercontactswhen E-mail was not
appropriate),had a response rate of 58 percent. A chi-squaretest revealed no significantdifferencebetween these two responserates (p =
.924). The responseratefor group3, whichreceivedthe paperprenotice,
was 48.2 percent.This was significantlylower thanboth groups 1 and 2,
(p = .048/.038). Group4, which received a paperreminder,had a re4. A separate mail survey of the same population at the same time achieved the similar
response rate of 60.5 percent.
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sponserateof 54.4 percent,which, althoughlower, was not significantly
differentthan groups 1 and 2, (p = .507/.448). Finally, a responserate
of 58.6 percentwas achieved for the set of individualswho received a
paper survey on their requestor because they were unreachableby Email. This was not significantlydifferentfrom the responserate for the
"all paper" group 1 (p = .877), indicatingthat the availabilityof such
individualsdid not differ from the rest of the populationas represented
by group 1.
It is also importantto note the responserates that would have been
achievedhad we not sent a paperversionto those unreachableby E-mail.
The simplestway to do this would be to remove those individualsfrom
each E-mail groupwho completeda paperversionand then compareresponse rates. However, groups 3 and 4 were given the opportunityto
returna postcardrequestinga paperversionof the survey.Thereis no way
of knowinghow manyof themwouldhavereturnedthe E-mailversionof
the survey.However,withan estimatebasedon the actualE-mailresponse
rates of groups 3 and 4, an electronicresponserate of 48.2 percentis
obtained,which is significantlyless thanthe 53.5 percentachievedwith
the multimodestrategy(p = .05). Thus, the multimodestrategyled to a
5.3 percenthigherresponserate.5The differencewouldhavebeen greater
underthe assumptionthatthoserequestinga paperversionwouldnot have
completedan E-mail version.
In orderto test the effectivenessof usinga paperprenoticeversususing
an E-mailprenoticewith an E-mail questionnaire,a chi-squaretest was
conductedcomparingthe numberof responsesto the firstmailingof the
questionnaire.Groups2 and 4 (which utilized an E-mail prenotice)includeda totalof 184 out of 409 completedresponsesto the firstquestionnairemailing(45 percent).Group3, using a paperprenotice,achieved61
completesout of 202 (30 percent).The two ratesweresignificantlydifferent (p = .001). Thus, the E-mailprenoticewas much more effective in
increasingresponserate to an upcomingE-mail questionnairethan the
regularmail prenotice.
RESPONSE QUALITY

Overall,the E-mail version obtainedmore completereturnedquestionnaires.An examinationof the total numberof questionsleft unanswered
revealsthat69.4 percentof those respondingto the E-mailversioncompleted at least 95 percentof the survey,while only 56.6 percentof those
respondingto the paperversion completed95 percent.In addition,the
5. The responseratefor group3 afterremovingthose requestinga papersurvey(N = 6)
was 43.2 percent;group4 (N = 5) was 47.5 percent.These percentageswere multiplied
by the number requesting the survey in each group to estimate how many of them would
have returned the electronic version.
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Figure 1. Response rate over time by group (for all groups, the reminder postcard/E-mail was sent on day 7 and the replacement survey
was sent on day 21).

E-mail version had a lower item nonresponse than the paper version. Of
44 questions asked, 30 had higher completion rates on the E-mail version
than on the paper version. A series of chi-square tests revealed that six
of the questions had a significantly higher completion rate on the E-mail
version, while only one question was significantly more complete on the
paper version.
A closer examination of responses to open-ended questions reveals
more important differences between E-mail and paper mail. Four of the
questions obtaining significantly higher completion rates by E-mail were
open-ended. The last question on the survey, which asked for additional
comments achieved a 12 percent higher completion rate on the E-mail
version (p = .004). Further, the E-mail version achieved much longer
responses to open-ended questions than the paper version. On average,
open-ended responses on the E-mail version contained 40 words, while
open-ended responses on the paper version contained 10 words.

RESPONSE TIME

The average time required to receive a completed questionnaire, from the
day they were sent out, was 9.16 days for E-mail and 14.39 days for paper
(see fig. 1 for a plot of returns over time). A two-tailed t-test revealed a
significant difference between the response times (t = -5.718, p < .0001).
Fifty-seven E-mail questionnaires were returned the same day they were
sent out (17.6 percent of all received). Over 50 percent of all completed
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E-mail questionnaires were received before the first completed paper
questionnaire was returned.

Discussion and Conclusions
Results of this experiment showed that for this population, comparable
response rates can be obtained for regular mail surveys and electronic
mail surveys (57.5 percent and 58 percent, respectively) when a mixedmode strategy is used to obtain responses by mail for sampled individuals
who do not have E-mail addresses. Certain potential advantages of E-mail
surveys were also evident from these results. Returns came in more
quickly by E-mail than from the paper survey, a slightly lower item nonresponse was achieved, and more complete answers were given to an openended question. In addition, through the inclusion of a paper element in
a mixed-mode design, the problem of coverage error was eliminated. The
equal success of modes demonstrates that researchers can take advantage
of the capabilities and benefits of an E-mail methodology for populations
without universal E-mail access.
Coverage error will continue to be a problem for E-mail surveys, at
least into the foreseeable future. Thus, its inclusion into a mixed-mode
design is probably essential. In addition, just as adoption of telephone
survey methodology encouraged changes in protocol (e.g., shorter questions), it seems useful to make certain adjustments in procedures based
on the peculiar characteristics of E-mail. One such change is sending replacement questionnaires with each subsequent contact, rather than the
traditionalpostcard thank you/reminder. It is also apparentthat one needs
to take into account the way people handle E-mail. Some potential respondents may want to print their questionnaire, and so a return mailing address should be included in the E-mail version of the questionnaire.
Other results were more unexpected and confounding. While the response rates for the "all paper" and "all E-mail" groups were nearly
identical, contrary to expectations, the response rate for the "paper prenotice" group 3 was significantly lower. For some reason, the paper prenotice was not as effective as the E-mail prenotice in encouraging responses
to the E-mail survey. It could be that the prenotice was thrown away or
otherwise disregarded. Perhaps respondents did not cognitively connect
the paper prenotice with the electronic questionnaire, thus the paper prenotice failed to serve its purpose of familiarization. In such cases, when the
questionnaire was received, it was easier to ignore. This coincides with
the findings of Mehta and Sivadas (1995) who concluded that unsolicited
E-mail surveys are unacceptable. They found that people who received
an E-mail questionnaire without a prior E-mail notification or request for
participation were less likely to respond. If some respondents did not con-
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nect the paperprenoticewith the subsequentE-mail questionnairethen,
in effect, the E-mail surveywas unsolicited.
The "paperreminder"group4 had a responseratesimilarto the "all
E-mail" group.Thus,it appearsthata paperreminderdid not achieveits
purposeof increasingresponserateabove thatof the "all E-mail" group
by encouragingnon-E-mailusers to check theirE-mail.Partof this lack
of effect couldbe due to the alreadyhighuse of E-mailwithinthe population. A 1997 survey of the same faculty later revealed that 95 percent
used E-mail and that93 percentof E-mailusers checkedtheirE-mail at
least five times a week (Carley-Baxter1997). Thus, the use of the paper
reminderto increaseresponserate would only be appropriatefor the 5
percentof faculty who do not use E-mail and the 7 percentof E-mail
userswho do not checkit at least five timesperweek. Differencesin such
a small subpopulationwould not be noticeablein the responserate of
group4.
A second reasonfor the lack of effect could be due to the numberof
questionnairessent to each group. The "all E-mail" group received a
questionnairewith the reminderE-mail.In additionto the initial and replacementquestionnaires,a total of threequestionnaireswas sent to the
"all E-mail" group. In contrast,the "paperreminder"group received
only two copies of the questionnaire-the initial questionnaireand the
replacement.While the remindermay have been effective in motivating
people to check theirE-mail and respond,had such individualsalready
deletedthe questionnairethey did not have anythingto respondto. It may
have been helpful to send anotherE-mail questionnaireto them at the
sametime the paperreminderwas sent (fourpeoplein thatgroupactually
sentE-mailsrequestinganothercopy). Such an effortwouldrequiremore
time and money, but it may be appropriateconsideringthe relativeease
of sendingan E-mail questionnaire.Futureresearchis needed to determine the optimumallocationof mailings,both paperand E-mail.
The lengthierresponsesto open-endedquestionson the E-mailversion
was not surprising.It was reasonedthata convenientformatin the E-mail
versionand the relativeease of typinga longerresponse(comparedwith
writingby hand) would elicit more detailedresponses.The lower item
nonresponseto E-mailmightbe explainedby the propositionthatmoving
visually throughan E-mail message requiresmore effort thanfilling out
a paperquestionnaire.Since individualscan only view a few questions
at a time (fewer than in the paperversion), each questionmay be less
likely to be overlooked.
The identificationof differentrates of item nonresponsebetween the
two modes suggests that discrepanciesin item quality may also exist.
However,since both modes are self-administered,the mode effects that
areevidentbetweenmail andtelephonesurveys(see Dillmanet al. 1996)
shouldnotbe present.Nevertheless,if a mixed-modedesignis to be effec-
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tive, thenthe equivalencyof the two modesmustbe demonstrated
through
furtherempiricalresearch.
The speed of responsesin favor of E-mail realizedin this study may
indicatethe opportunityfor a changein protocolfor E-mailsurveys.Because over 76 percentof all completedE-mail questionnaireswere returnedwithin4 days of theirmailing,it may be helpful to compressthe
time frame of the survey. For example, the questionnairecould follow
the prenoticeby 2-3 days; reminderscould be sent a couple days later;
andreplacementscouldbe senta week afterthe reminder.This is possible
becausethe time delay in the transmissionof E-mailmessagesis virtually
nonexistentand researchersknow immediatelywhen someone has responded.However,therearepotentialdrawbacksto compressingthe time
frame. People who are away from their E-mail for a couple of weeks
wouldnotbe contactedwithinthe shortertime spanof the survey,whereas
with a 7-week surveythey would be reached.Additionalresearchshould
explore the optimalamountof time betweenthe contacts.
This study suggests the viability of a standardE-mail methodbased
on techniquesfound successfulin mail surveyresearch,that is multiple,
carefullytimed,andpersonalizedcontacts(Dillman 1991). However,the
questionnairewe used was relativelyshort,not exceedinglycomplex,and
containedfew skip patterns.Research by Couper, Blair, and Triplett
(1997) indicatesthatthe technologicalfactorsinvolvedin a longerquestionnairecould make them more problematic.In addition,unlike many
populations,the populationutilizedin this studyhad very high coverage.
Thus, it is importantto test these procedureswith more heterogeneous
populationsand those with lower ratesof E-mailaccess. It is also important to test them with larger,more elaboratequestionnairescontaining
more complex skip patterns.
Developmentof this experimentrevealed to us the possibility that
E-mail surveysrepresentonly an interimsurveyingtechnology.The difficulties of setting up a formatthat will appearthe same on all users'
screensare substantial.In addition,the formatof E-mail surveyscan be
cumbersometo navigate,leadingsome individualsnot to reply. Internetbased surveys,on the other hand,can be designed to appearnearlythe
same on all screensand,due to theirinteractivenature,may be easierfor
people to navigate(DillmanandTortora1998). Further,the web enables
researchersto utilize complex questionformatsand skip patternswhile
makingthe survey appearsimple to the respondent.Some E-mail users
now have softwarethat enables them to use a "double-click'"to shift
fromE-mailto an Internetaddressin orderto respondto a survey.However, othersmust leave E-mail,open a web browser,and type or paste a
completeaddressin orderto access a web survey.The complexityof this
requirementseems likely to decreaseweb surveyresponserates significantly.In addition,usage of the Internetmight not be as prevalentas E-
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mail usage. For instance, it was apparent from the 1997 survey of WSU
faculty that they were not only more likely to use E-mail than the Internet
(95 percent vs. 88 percent), but they also spent more time on E-mail than
on the Internet (51 minutes per day vs. 29; Carley-Baxter 1997; CarleyBaxter and Dillman 1997). Nevertheless, as Internet access and use become more prevalent, it seems likely that the ease and speed of Internetbased surveys will lead to more widespread utilization. Meantime, E-mail
surveys with a mixed-mode component to reduce coverage errorrepresent
an important addition to the arsenal of survey techniques. Data can be
collected from important survey populations at lower costs with no reductions in response rates and improved data quality, compared to traditional
mail surveys.
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